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During the October 2002 retreat of the Steering 
Committee of the New Approach (NA), the Government and 
donor members agreed that the NA had become misunderstood 
in the minds of many people, including some in Government 
and in the IDP community. This mistaken understanding was 
that the NA was primarily a major donor funding initiative for 
IDP assistance.   

This is partly due to misunderstanding about the 
Georgia Self-Reliance Fund (GSRF) of the New Approach. The 
GSRF is only one part of the New Approach, and is of very 
modest size - US$1.25 million spread over several years. The 
GSRF focuses on developing models of assistance that could be 
replicated or built upon in future assistance efforts. 

More fundamentally, it is important that there is a 
broader understanding of the two key aspects of the New 
Approach. The first is that the New Approach is a Government-
led process, assisted by the donor members. Second, the New 
Approach involves a range of actions, which developing 
assistance models (such as GSRF) is just one. At the heart of 
the New Approach is the development and implementation by 
the Government of a comprehensive strategy, assisted by its 
donor partners, for addressing IDP needs and advocating for 
more appropriate policies. 

In order to strengthen the New Approach work, and in 
particular, support the Government to better undertake the 
leading role, the NA donors created the NA Support Unit (SU) 
with staff jointly from OCHA and UNDP. The NA Support Unit 
will work under the direction of the Steering Committee (SC) 
and under the direct supervision of the Chair of SC. It will 
provide secretariat support to SC, coordinate needs 
assessment and research, develop proposed strategies and 
options for NA actions, develop/review and monitor GSRF 
projects, facilitate NA policy and advocacy efforts, and 
elaborate on NA public participation and awareness strategies. 

In line with the creation of the SU, the Government 
identified several persons who could function as counterparts  
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to the Support Unit. These persons, members of the Governmental Working Group, were designated by 
the State Chancellery, Ministry of Refugees and Accommodation of Georgia, Ministry of Justice of Georgia, 
and the Cabinet of Ministers of the Abkhaz Government in Exile. They, and the Support Unit, will work 
together to identify and obtain relevant information (including from within the Government), analyse and 
draw conclusions and recommendations from this information, and prepare and present the reports on the 
findings and recommendations. 

The SU activities are more fully described in the next article ‘Three Priority Studies/Reviews’.  
 

 
 

Three Proposed Priority Studies/Reviews 
 

As a result of the October 2002 New Approach Steering Committee retreat, it was agreed that the 
newly created NA SU would propose priority actions for the Unit and Government counterparts to facilitate 
needs assessment, applied research, and development of options for actions (by the Steering Committee 
and/or others). This work will also facilitate developing a common vision between the Government and 
donors regarding IDP needs, their situation, and possible actions to improve their situation in key areas. 

The following three studies have been proposed to be undertaken over the next 3-4 months:  
- Vulnerability of IDPs (to better target the work of the NA, both regarding exploring possible 
assistance models as well as in terms of advocacy for actions of others to address some of these 
needs); 
- Rights of IDPs (to identify significant areas where IDPs do not enjoy the rights of Georgian 
citizenship, and to promote actions to alleviate these constraints); 
- Economic self-reliance of IDPs (to have a clearer picture about the range of economic self-
reliance activities that IDPs might be involved with, and in particular to identify those where 
specific actions (e.g., assistance programs, changes in Government policies and procedures, etc.) 
might be most effective). 
For each study, the primary work will involve collecting, analyzing, and synthesizing available 

information within the Government and donor community; conducting interviews with key players from 
the Government, donor and NGO community to draw on their experience and knowledge relevant to these 
areas; undertaking field visits to have a clearer picture of IDPs’ needs, studying the cases of violation of 
IDPs’ rights in regions, as well as identifying the range of economic activities that might increase IDP self-
reliance.  

The study on rights of IDPs is being jointly undertaken by the SU and the Governmental Working 
Group. The study will include following themes: access to land, access to credit, political rights and 
determination of an IDP status. The report on each theme will encompass the officially existing documents 
on the subject, cases in practice vs special cases, awareness/opinions of IDPs regarding the given subject 
matter, “reality checks” in urban and rural areas, and statistics. The study will be completed by the end of 
February 2003.  

As for the studies on the IDP vulnerability and economic self-reliance of IDPs, they will be 
conducted simultaneously by external consultants in cooperation with the Government counterparts.  

We plan to include updates on and excerpts from all three studies in the next issues of the IDP 
Bulletin.  
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Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) 
 

The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation for the South Caucasus has been in the 
identification process of a ‘transboundary’ community development project covering four districts in 
Samegrelo and Abkhazia since November 2002. For this project, SDC set the following criteria to be 
fulfilled: 

- The objective should concentrate on community development and income generation with an 
impact on the overall objective of the peaceful resolution of the Georgian-Abkhaz conflict. This 
is based on the assumption that a minimum of economic development and democratic 
structures on a community level increases the readiness of the partners to contribute to a 
peace agreement. 

- There shall be a visible short to mid term impact. Emphasis should be given on the resolution 
of urgent community problems such as infrastructure (schools, etc.) or income generation 
(such as production and marketing of agricultural products, etc.). 

- The project should involve one or more communities from the Zugdidi, Gali, Ochamchira and 
Tkvarcheli districts, although not limited to only these districts. Ideally, the involvement of all 
districts at the same time and on the same level should be anticipated. To the degree possible, 
links between those communities shall be encouraged and promoted.  

- Partners shall be an NGO or a consortium of NGOs with proven professional experience in the 
region. Beneficiaries of the project are the selected communities. The selected communities 
should actively participate in the identification as well as implementation of the activities.  

- Maximum duration of the project is three years. An extension is not excluded but not foreseen. 
The financial envelope is US$330,000 that can be split between several projects.    

The final decision on project proposal(s) will be made in the end of March/beginning of April after a 
thorough review process is completed. 
 

SDC funds three other projects that target the displaced population include. The first project is the 
Support of IDPs from Abkhazia Located in Collective Centers in Western Georgia, implemented by 
International Rescue Committee (IRC) from 1 July 2002 – 30 April 2003. The project constructs 19 houses 
for 19 families currently residing in three kindergartens in the Samegrelo region. The project 
implementation will rehabilitate the vacated kindergartens and restore them to their original use. 

IRC also implements Shelter, Water, and Sanitation for Internally Displaced People in Samegrelo. 
Its timeframe is 1 December 2002 – 31 May 2003. The project supports integration and accommodation 
of IDPs in Anaklia and ensures availability of clean water and sanitary conditions for IDPs in the village 
Ingiri in Samegrelo. The project will include following components: 

- Construction of permanent, adequate housing for 26 IDP families (118 individuals) in Anaklia; 
- Creation of a self-identified and implemented community development project serving 26 

integrated IDP families and 644 local Anaklia residents; 
- Provision of potable water and sanitation facilities for 367 local and IDP families (1,884 

individuals) living in the village Ingiri. 
The third project - Rehabilitation of Living Space in Abkhazia is implemented by Première Urgence 

from 30 September 2002 – 1 October 2003. The project improves living conditions of the most vulnerable 
(handicapped, elderly, etc.) by rehabilitating their living spaces. The rehabilitation shall be carried out by 
local NGOs, ad hoc interest groups, etc., that will be supported in their implementation. Thus, the project 
will develop local capacities in implementing similar programs for future.   
 
The information was kindly provided by the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, Coordination Office for the South Caucasus 
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Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) 
 

 The need for upgrading and training on what is seen as ”modern/new technology” within the field 
of education is great and virtually unmet in Georgia. Teachers are underpaid or not paid, the schools are 
in very bad conditions, and school materials are scarce and of bad quality. Teachers are not motivated. 
This is true for the Georgian education system as a whole, but even more so for the so-called displaced 
schools and teachers. Here problems are even more acute, as the overwhelming majority of both teachers 
and pupils have experienced severe traumas from war and displacement.  

To address the need for additional teachers’ training, innovative methods, improved capacities 
and skills of teachers, and the creation of a learner-centered environment in schools, NRC launched a 
project – ‘Education/Teachers’ Training in IDP/Mixed Communities’ in January 2002. NRC created and 
trained 32 teachers (among them, 18 displaced teachers, 9 teachers from Abkhazia and 5 local teachers). 
These teachers formed five mobile teams of trainers, and they held 52 two-day trainings for IDP 
schoolteachers in 2002. These activities covered more than 800 schoolteachers in different regions of 
Georgia: Tbilisi, Kutaisi, Senaki, Zugdidi, Poti, Batumi and Abkhazia. 

The training included the following topics:  
• Educational psychology with an emphasis on interactive methods  
• Creative teaching with a focus on “drama in education”  
• Human rights education based on books developed by NRC 
• HIV/AIDS awareness and gender questions (including trafficking) 

Another NRC project – ‘Human Rights Education in Georgia: Development of Textbooks’, envisaged 
developing and publishing a package of books on Human Rights for the 8th grade in secondary schools. 
The package consisted of an auxiliary textbook for children “The Road to the Rights”, a teacher’s guide 
and a booklet for parents.  

This textbook was the first textbook for Georgian pupils in Human Rights; all previously published 
materials in Human Rights Education (HRE) were only teachers’ guides. Taking into account this fact, NRC 
proposed the project in question to address this gap.  

Within the project framework, 120,000 textbooks, 120,000 booklets for parents and 40,000 
teacher’s cuides were printed in Georgian; 7,000 textbooks, 7,000 booklets for parents and 300 teacher’s 
guides were printed in Russian. 

It was the first package for the three target groups altogether: pupils, teachers and parents. 
Teachers and education experts have found it very useful for schools, and recommendations to prepare 
such packages for other subjects were made.    
 The project was financially supported by three donors: the Swedish International Development 
Cooperation Agency (SIDA), the Norwegian Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Open Society Georgia 
Foundation (OSGF), and implemented by the Norwegian Refugee Council Georgia Country Office (NRC) in 
cooperation with the Georgian Ministry of Education (MoE) in 2001-2002.  

The package was developed by a group of authors, representing two local NGOs: Centre for Civic 
and Ecological Education (GAIA) and Georgian Centre for Rehabilitation of Torture Victims (GCRT). 
 
The information was kindly provided by the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC), Georgia Country Office 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Hope Slipping For Georgia’s IDPs 

 
 Refugees International Director of Research, Maureen Lynch, and photographer, Thatcher Cook, 
conducted a three-week assessment mission in the Caucasus (Azerbaijan, Georgia and Ingushetia) in 
October 2002. The below excerpt is taken from their bulletin (http://www.refugeesinternational.org/cgi-
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bin/ri/bulletin?bc=00465) 
Like most of Georgia’s 300,000 internally displaced people (IDPs), the five hundred residents of 

the former “Tbilisi Hotel” in Kutaisi have been struggling since they were forced to flee their homes ten 
years ago. IDPs in Georgia face unemployment, horrible living conditions, a full range of relief and 
development needs, and a lack of healthcare. Their plight is illustrated by Zura, eighteen, who escorted a 
Refugees International (RI) team into the dilapidated and windowless room he shares with his twelve-
year-old brother. When Zura was eight, and his brother was two, the orphans left war-torn Abkhazia. At 
the hotel all they have is a small bed, a space heater, and each other. They use a neighbor’s stove to 
cook. The bathroom, shared by half of the buildings’ residents, is on the second floor. Occasionally Zura 
finds work as a day laborer, but making ends meet is impossible in Georgia’s shattered economy.  

Because the former Soviet republic of Georgia is strategically located, squeezed by international oil 
interests, and is in one of the most ethnically diverse regions of the world, it bears the effects of multiple 
conflicts. To the north, the Chechen war rages on. To the south, Armenia and Azerbaijan are at war over 
the Nagorno-Karabakh region. Georgia has been troubled by two internal secessionist conflicts (South 
Ossetia and Abkhazia) of its own resulting in the displacement of about ten percent of its population. The 
country also plays host to several thousand Chechen refugees.  

The displaced population is scattered throughout Georgia. Most have settled in urban areas, in 
available buildings in the Samegrelo (bordering Abkhazia) and Imereti regions in the West and in 
Georgia’s capital city, Tbilisi. Originally the host populations accepted the IDPs and Chechen refugees with 
open arms, but, with time, the large IDP influx has put a strain on the host community. Several resort 
hotels once used by vacationers are now used to house IDPs. Thus, the host population’s livelihood has 
been taken away and there are not enough resources to accommodate everyone. The economic collapse 
of Georgia following the dissolution of the USSR left many people in a bad situation – not just the IDPs. 
The majority of IDPs are dependent on State assistance – often distributed with delays.  

The Georgian Government officially sanctioned some of the housing, while in other locations IDPs 
squat in deserted buildings. In either case, the housing is crowded and is in disrepair. One aid worker told 
RI, "You can’t rehabilitate something that needs to be rebuilt." In some buildings, exposed wiring has 
started fires and burned holes in the walls. One building RI visited had lost a piece of its ceiling, fatally 
injuring someone passing underneath. At another location, IDPs reside very close to an area where 
nuclear waste was recently unearthed. These conditions, coupled with a lack of water and expensive 
heating costs, make accommodations nearly uninhabitable. In addition to inadequate shelter, there is a 
diverse array of needs among the displaced population. In the last few years both international and local 
aid agencies, where not hampered by insecurity, have attempted to make a transition from assistance to 
integration and development through the “New Approach Policy.” In reality, and despite large financial 
investments, the government has yet to be fully supportive of the program, and many IDPs are still in 
need of relief aid rather than development. People have few viable financial opportunities. This is 
especially apparent in Samegrelo. As one aid worker put it, "The further west in Georgia, the worse the 
conditions, because everyone who could afford to leave has moved to Tbilisi." When asked about food, the 
IDPs replied that there was no pattern to the sporadic food distributions.  

Another problem is corruption. “It’s too hard to find anyone honest in government,” RI was told 
repeatedly. For fear of companies importing products duty free under the guise of humanitarian aid, the 
Georgian Government has imposed an import tax. 

There is a great need for affordable and accessible healthcare. In virtually every settlement RI 
visited, there was a healthcare gap. This is particularly disturbing since IDPs are dying from curable 
ailments, in particular tuberculosis. And, with no insurance, even if healthcare is available, it is not 
affordable. People bypass doctors entirely or use pharmacies as one-stop shopping. One young IDP who  
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couldn’t buy medicine for his earache could not even put a shirt over his head. A pensioner had the option 
of having her leg amputated, or dying. With no money, she lies in bed, waiting for an unknown fate.  

Another major concern for Georgia’s IDPs is the availability of psychosocial assistance. Few 
organizations have addressed the psychosocial needs of Georgian IDPs. With their displacement having 
lasted ten years, the IDPs’ psyche has been adversely affected. “Everyone is concerned about going to 
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Abkhazia, to their native home. They have no real hope. They are depressed. What they want is just to 
return,” an aid worker reported. "In Georgia, we have a saying, hope dies last," one IDP woman told RI. 
With little acknowledgement of their plight, hope is slipping away.  

 

 
 

 
When Is a Refugee Not a Refugee? 

 
It is estimated that currently there are 12 million ‘genuine’ refugees who had spilled over borders. 

That is not so many in a world of 6 billion, given the wars and chaos of the past decade. Just after the 
Second World War, in Europe alone, there were an estimated 40 million displaced people.  

But all these figures miss the fastest-growing group of displaced people: those who do not cross 
borders, but are adrift inside their own countries. In fact there are closer to 25 million such displaced 
people, in over 40 countries. About half are in Africa, with the rest mostly in the Balkans, Central Asia, Sri 
Lanka and Latin America. 
 Because they are harder to define than refugees and because, until recently, few efforts have been 
made to count them, nobody knows for certain how many exist. There are thought to be 4 million 
displaced people in Sudan alone, and over 2 million in each of Angola and Colombia. 

Although these people are not recognized as refugees, they are often just as vulnerable. For 
example, in a valley in western Uganda, near a small town called Bundibugyo, there is a camp full of 
frightened people: Ugandans forced by a rebel army from their farms and homes in nearby hills. People 
there live in small huts, some of them just straw or rags, the more substantial of wood. Although it is 
safer to be in the camp than outside it, women leave during the day to tend their fields. At night rebels 
often enter the camps to steal, abduct children as soldiers or guides, or simply to spread terror. Whole 
families have been murdered while they slept. The camp suffers a long list of medical ailments, but it has 
a ramshackle hospital. There are also hundreds of youngsters with little to do and only a makeshift 
school. 

In this part of the country, 90% of the inhabitants, about 100,000 people, have been forced from 
their homes by fear and violence. Many have traveled long distances on foot to get to a camp or to the 
relative safety of the town of Bundibugyo, which is now several times its old size. But no one has crossed 
an international border. Thus, none can claim to be a refugee. 

Future wars are likely to produce far more such people, rather than official refugees. Most wars are 
now within, and not between, countries. Especially in Africa, but also in the Balkans, Chechnya, Sri Lanka 
and Afghanistan, civil wars have pitted civilian militias against government armies; rebel groups have 
forcibly recruited civilians to fight; and the populations of whole villages or towns have sometimes 
become hostages of one side or the other. 

Today there are some 35 armed conflicts going on around the world. Some of these wars are the 
result of a geopolitical shaking-out after the cold war, and so might be expected to abate. But others are 
the product of collapsing states, heightened ethnic tensions and violence driven by economic goals (such 
as diamond extraction in Sierra Leone and battles for oil in Angola). Some are simply the result of large-
scale banditry. 

Repressive rulers, such as Iraq’s Saddam Hussein, also displace their own populations. Ethnic 
cleansing in Yugoslavia sent millions back and forth as nationalist Serbs, Croats and Bosnians formed their 
own fiefdoms. Inside Kosovo, hundreds of thousands were displaced but did not cross a border. As once-
stable countries fall apart, new internal borders are drawn up and fought over. But as long as displaced  
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people not cross an internationally recognized frontier, the outside world has less duty to take action. 
Even where a duty is felt, as in the case of Kosovo, it is far harder to help somebody who is 

displaced within a country than a refugee who has crossed a border. Assisting the displaced requires 
intervention into sovereign territory, often against the wishes of a Government. Even where outsiders 
have been available to give protection, there have been many failures. The Iraqi Government’s attacks on 
Kurds led outsiders to create a “safe-haven” for the displaced, but the Kurds were still often attacked. In 
1995, soldiers were unable to stop massacres of displaced Bosnian Muslims sheltering in Srebrenica and 
Zepa “safe-havens”.  

Sometimes, as during civil wars or when states are collapsing, it will be impossible to get 
permission from host governments to help IDPs. But outsiders know that help is ineffective without co-
operation, or at least non-interference, on the part of local officials and soldiers. Without it, do-gooders 
risk becoming entangled in a civil war. 

How can the aid-donors and host countries be persuaded to take more responsibility for the 
internally displaced? It can be argued that stable populations are essential for economic development, 
that the causes of mass displacement must be removed by tightening rules on the trade in small arms, 
diamonds, timber, oil and other goods which helps to fuel wars in poor countries. Peacekeepers’ role can 
be of great importance as well. 

If donors consider their own interests, they may also want something to be done about the 
internally displaced before they become refugees or asylum-seekers, in rich countries. These countries 
have every incentive to dry up refugee flows at the source, if possible by containing people within their 
own borders, because cheaper air travel, an increase in trafficking in humans, a growing wealth gap 
between poor and rich countries, and demands for cheap labor in Europe and America all encourage more 
asylum applications. 

It may be prudent, therefore, to give IDPs aid and protection before they decide to seek a better 
life elsewhere. Delivering that aid and protection may be cheaper than dealing with huge increases in the 
numbers of asylum-seekers. Such help will not be easy. But as borders weaken in a globalising age, the 
importance of internally displaced people will come to rival that of refugees; and the duty of outsiders to 
do something should become all the more obvious. 

 

 
 

Brief Summary of the Working Group III Meeting: 
 

Meeting of the Working Group III on Economic and Social Issues of the Coordinating Council of the Georgian and Abkhaz Sides 
14 November, 2002, Sukhumi 

The Working Group III of the Coordinating Council of the Georgian and Abkhaz sides met on 14 
November 2002 in Sukhumi under the aegis of the United Nations, under the chairmanship of the UNDP 
Resident Representative Mr. Lance Clark, and with the participation of the UNOMIG Chief Military Observer 
General Kazi Ashfak, the Executive Secretary of the Georgian-Abkhaz Coordination Commission Mr. Zurab 
Lakerbaia and Minister of Foreign Affairs Mr. Sergey Shamba for the Abkhaz side. The Georgian side was 
represented by a delegation headed by the Minister of Special Affairs Mr. Malkhaz Kakabadze. The Abkhaz 
delegation was represented by a delegation headed by the Deputy Prime Minister Mr. Beslan Kubrava.  

The parties agreed on the following: 
1. Implementation of the Decisions of the Working Group III meeting of 25 June 2002 held in 

Tbilisi. It was approved in overall and taken into consideration. 
2. Reinforcement of Inguri, Kodori and Bzib riverbanks and the Black Sea coastline. With the 

assistance of UNDP and the Georgian-Abkhaz Coordination Commission, the Parties will prepare a concept 
paper on the reinforcement of the Inguri, Kodori and Bzib riverbanks, and the Black Sea coastline.  

3. Preservation of unique sorts of grapes and expansion of production of commercial sorts of  
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Meeting of the Working Group III on Economic and Social Issues of the Coordinating Council of the Georgian and Abkhaz Sides 
14 November, 2002, Sukhumi 

of grapes. With the assistance of the Georgian-Abkhaz Coordination Commission, the Parties will develop 
a concept paper aimed at the preservation of unique sorts of grapes and expansion of the production of 
commercial sorts of grapes. The Parties will address UNDP for assistance in identifying possible donors for 
the implementation of this project. 

4. Restoration of cultural heritage monuments on the territory of Abkhazia with the participation of 
UNESCO. To invite an assessment mission from UNESCO to prepare a list of cultural heritage monuments 
in need of repairs for their future restoration. The findings of the assessment will be discussed at the 
meeting of the Working Group III; relevant decisions will be made. 

5. Proposal in the field of health care. With the assistance of UNDP and the Georgian-Abkhaz 
Coordination Commission, the Parties will organize visits of health care facilities (with special emphasis on 
cardiology) of Abkhazia by specialists in the first quarter of 2003 to assess the areas of methodological 
and technical assistance. 

6. Information on the issue of teaching in native language in Gali schools. At the next meeting of 
the Working Group III (in approximately 3 months), the Parties will discuss activities and concrete 
timelines for transition to a native language of instruction in Gali schools.  

7. To approve in general and finalize a document on Further Systemization of the Projects 
Development Process for the Working Group III. 
 

 
 

Appeals: 
 

Action by Churches Together (ACT) Appeal 
 

Action by Churches Together (ACT) member Lazarus, a Charitable Foundation of the Georgian 
Patriarchate and the implementing agency of its humanitarian assistance programs, seeks financial 
support for the rehabilitation of two temporary IDP collective shelters which were damaged during the 25 
April earthquake in Tbilisi.  

 ACT members did not seek funds immediately following the earthquake since the death toll (6 
persons) was not high and the local Government committed to assist the thousands who became 
homeless.  However, ACT has become more concerned about the difference between damage estimated 
and funding raised for rehabilitation assistance.  

The displaced population remains a priority for Lazarus so it will target the affected IDP 
settlements.   This appeal has been put together with the help and guidance from staff of the World 
Council of Churches (WCC) Eastern Europe office. The amount of the requested appeal is US$44,652. The 
project completion date is 31 March 2003.  
The full version of the ACT appeal can be obtained from: http://www.act-intl.org  
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InterAction Task Force on the Prevention of Sexual Exploitation of  
Displaced Children 

 
  In March 2002, InterAction, a voluntary membership alliance of 160 U.S.-based international 

development and humanitarian nongovernmental organizations, created a Task Force on the Prevention of 
Sexual Exploitation of Displaced Children following the release of a confidential report alleging that 
displaced children were sexually exploited by employees of ‘a range of agencies responsible for the care 
and protection’ of refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs) in three countries in West Africa 
(Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone). The report, written by the UNHCR and Save the Children-UK, alleged 
that girls as young as 13 were coerced into sex in exchange for food, other commodities and services 
because they felt otherwise unable to provide for their own survival needs and those of their families.  

As a call to action to its 160 member agencies, InterAction therefore created a Task Force to be 
forward looking and to develop recommendations to enhance child protection and agency accountability to 
prevent such abuses against displaced children in the future. 

The full version of the report can be obtained from http://www.reliefweb.int/w/lib.nsf  
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IDP Statistics: 

 
 

UNHCR Data as of 31 December 2002  
IDPs from Abkhazia 

 
 

GAGRA GALI GUDAUTA GULRIPSHI OCHAMCHIRE SUKHUMI 
SUKHUMI 
DISTR. 

TKVARCHELI Total 

ADJARA 490 763 96 1708 1038 1773 808 101 6777 
GURIA 81 66 12 94 140 165 31 10 599 
IMERETI 3897 3379 1238 4557 7912 5274 4168 554 30979 
KAKHETI 164 174 271 220 124 184 71 12 1220 
KARTLI 237 344 46 286 437 442 299 49 2140 
KVEMO 
KARTLI 2358 1248 469 1804 1745 1323 842 271 10060 
MTSKHETA-
MTIANETI 78 130 124 223 173 229 19 24 1000 
RACHA-
LECHKHUMI 326 45 80 76 159 191 341 30 1248 
SAMEGRELO 3460 55586 1010 10735 13538 13343 4917 1256 103856 
SAMTSKHE-
JAVAKHETI 186 569 51 480 287 323 356 40 2292 
TBILISI 10507 16521 2269 12722 11152 28407 6592 832 89002 
Total 21784 78825 5666 32905 36705 51654 18444 3190 249173 

 
IDPs from Districts of South Ossetia 

 
TSKHINVALI ZNAURI JAVA Total 

9863 2340 207 12410 
 
 

Useful Links 
Brookings/SAIS Project on Internal Displacement 
www.brook.edu/dybdocroot/fp/projects/idp/idp.htm 
 
Guiding Principles On Internal Displacement (in Arabic, Burmese, Chinese, French, Georgian, Portuguese, Russian, Sgaw 
Karen and Spanish) 
www.unhchr.ch/html/menu2/7/b/principles_lang.htm 
 
Norwegian Refugee Council's Global IDP Project 
www.idpproject.org 
 
ReliefWeb - project of the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) 
www.reliefweb.int 
 
Internal Displacement Unit, OCHA 
www.reliefweb.int/idp/ 
 
Forced Migration Review, Refugee Studies Centre, University of Oxford 
www.fmreview.org 

 
Produced by OCHA-Georgia. For more information, please contact Coordination Assistant 

Ms. Tamuna Tsivtsivadze 
Tel/Fax: 99532-959516; Tel: 99532-943163; e-mail: unocha@unocha.org.ge 

Contributions are welcome to OCHA-Georgia Office at UN House, 9 Eristavi St., Tbilisi 380079, 
Georgia 
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